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Chapter 3051 

Shrouded in a purple glow, the Prime Clear Body conjured a thousand arms.Each arm wielded a divine 

weapon and spirit treasure. Sabers, spears, swords, halberds, axes, hooks, forks, bells, cauldrons, 

pagoda …With so many divine weapons and spirit treasures revolving around the Prime Clear Body, it 

was a dazzling sight.The Prime Clear Body was also known as the Spirit Treasure Body.The Prime Clear 

Jade Booklet was a secret manual snatched from the hands of the Patriarch of the academy. The 

Patriarch of the academy had once used it to transform into the eighth elder of the academy.Shrouded 

in green light, the Jade Clear Body was also known as the Primordial Beginning Body – it was a supreme 

secret skill for body refinement.Under Su Zimo's will, the Jade Clear Body transformed into the form of 

the Taboo Dragon Phoenix and charged into the crowd, unleashing the killing techniques of the Dragon 

Phoenix to their limits!The Grand Clear Body was shrouded in red light.Compared to the Prime Clear and 

Jade Clear Bodies, the Grand Clear Body did not have any spirit treasures and its body was not strong 

either.However, every time the Grand Pure One attacked, there would be a True Spirit expert that 

would fall!The Grand Clear Jade Booklet was a spirit refinement technique.Each time the Grand Clear 

Body attacked, it was an Essence Spirit secret skill!The three clones did not have an Essence Spirit, flesh 

or blood – their foundation was the Three Pure Jade Booklet within their bodies.Be it the spirit treasure 

weapons conjured by the Prime Clear Body or the Essence Spirit attacks of the Grand Clear Body, they 

were all unleashed by the Three Pure Jade Booklet.The Three Pure Jade Booklet was the most unique of 

all the taboo secret manuals.It was not only a cultivation technique, it was also a weapon.Therefore, 

even if one obtained the cultivation techniques of the Three Pure Jade Booklet, they would not be able 

to conjure the three clones to unleash powerful combat strength without the three jade booklets.The 

addition of the three clones to the battlefield completely reversed the situation of Beacon City!The 

three clones and monkey split the army of ten million that charged into Beacon City into four regions 

and could only fight on their own.More importantly, there were no True Spirit experts in the battlefield 

of Beacon City that could defend against the attacks of monkey and the three clones!When Long Li saw 

that, she was invigorated.She channeled her bloodline and blew the Horn of the Dragons, gathering the 

True Dragons of Beacon City for a counterattack! 

 

Countless Dragons scattered in every corner of Beacon City sensed the change in the situation and 

gathered towards Long Li.In fact, the true spirits of the tomb realm were already thinking of 

retreating.There was only one reason why they were still holding on.After all, they still had the absolute 

advantage in the King's Battlefield.As long as the Beacon City's City Lord fell, more than a dozen kings 

would descend. Whatever monkey, whatever supreme True Spirit, they would all die!"The situation 

doesn't seem right. We can't hold on any longer!""What's there to be afraid of? When the Corpse 

Monarch kills Long Feng, the battlefield here will quickly settle down.""But that green-robed king has 

already gone over to help Long Feng.""That person is just an ordinary King. He won't be able to affect 

the overall situation."…On the Astral Battlefield.Long Feng's body was covered in wounds after fighting 

with the battle corpses of the other side.Especially that dragon corpse, it caused the greatest damage to 

him!The dragon corpse was refined by the king of the Horned Dragon Clan.Among the five dragon 

bloodlines, the Horned Dragon Clan had the strongest physical body and bloodline.This dragon corpse 

had been refined by the Corpse Origin King's secret technique and had become even more powerful. 

Combined with the corpse poison and corpse qi on its body, Long Feng couldn't resist it.There were a 



few wounds on his body. Not only were they unable to heal, they were even starting to rot – they were 

caused by the dragon corpse.If not for Long Feng's bloodline phenomenon and perfected grotto-heaven, 

he would have collapsed long ago.However, under the constant attacks of more than ten kings, 

especially the four peak kings, his perfected grotto-heaven was showing signs of collapse …He couldn't 

hold on any longer!"Roar!"Long Feng reared his head and roared with a sorrowful expression.He was 

indignant!He could not understand!How could more than ten kings and an army of ten million appear in 

Beacon City silently?Why had he sent a message to the Illumination Dragon Planet long ago but none of 

his clansmen had arrived yet?Could the Illumination Dragon Planet have been attacked as 

well?"Roar!"Right at this moment, another dragon's roar rang out, exuding boundless majesty, even 

suppressing his voice! 

 

To be precise, it was more like the roar of Dragons!Had the Dragons' reinforcements finally arrived?Long 

Feng was invigorated and hope reignited in his heart. Instinctively, he looked towards the sound and 

could not help but be stunned with a hint of confusion in his eyes.Immediately after, a huge sense of 

disappointment surged in his heart and his eyes dimmed.The one who let out that dragon roar was the 

human king who came to visit a few days ago.He was only an ordinary king.Although that ordinary king 

had just killed a peerless king of the tomb realm, even if he joined the battle, it would not help and he 

would only lose another life."Hais."Long Feng sighed deeply in his heart."That's it …"He had just 

regained hope only to have it extinguished instantly. The great joy and sorrow had completely destroyed 

his final mental defense.A series of cracks appeared on his grotto-heaven that was initially on the verge 

of collapse!However, Long Feng was enlightened the next moment.Suddenly, he felt that the pressure 

around him seemed to have lessened significantly.The attacks of the Corpse Origin King and the others 

seemed to be weakening."Am I hallucinating before my death?"Long Feng smiled bitterly to 

himself.Right then, he caught sight of a king of the tomb realm from the corner of his eye. Suddenly, his 

grotto-heaven collapsed and he fell towards Beacon City from the cosmos."Hmm?"Long Feng's heart 

trembled as he looked over.He saw that the tomb realm king's eyes were a little dazed and there 

seemed to be a hint of fear on his face. However, his vitality had been cut off and he was dead!There 

were almost no wounds on the tomb realm king's body, but his primordial spirit had been torn apart in 

his sea of consciousness!That tomb realm king was dead?What was going on?Before Long Feng could 

react, figures from the dozen or so kings surrounding him fell from the cosmos one after 

another.Without exception, all the kings that fell were dead!Even though only ordinary kings had 

perished, such a scene was still shocking enough!Originally, there were more than a dozen kings, but 

now, half of them were dead! 

 

On the battlefield of stars, apart from the four pinnacle kings, there were only five peerless kings 

left.And these five peerless kings were all pale and bleeding from their seven orifices. They seemed to 

have suffered a huge impact and the grotto-heavens behind them were constantly shaking and could 

collapse at any time!If one looked carefully, even the four pinnacle kings' faces showed a trace of 

shock.All the ordinary kings were dead, and the five peerless kings were severely injured. They could not 

form an attack on Long Feng at all. It was because of this that he suddenly felt the pressure drop.It was 

not an illusion!Could there be reinforcements from the clan?Long Feng looked around but could not see 

any Dragons.On the battlefield, there was only that frail-looking green-robed man walking over.The 

strange thing was that the remaining five peerless kings were also staring at the green-robed man. Their 

eyes were filled with terror, and their expressions were filled with fear!Even most of the attention of the 



four peak Kings had shifted to this person!Could it be that those kings were killed by this human's 

dragon roar?When Long Feng thought of this, he sucked in a breath of cold air.He did not feel anything 

because this dragon roar did not attack him at all. 

Chapter 3052 

Long Feng knew that if he were against one or two ordinary Kings, he would be able to severely injure or 

even kill them with his Dragon Roar mystic technique if they were caught off guard.That was because he 

was a pinnacle King of Dragons after all.However, this human cultivator was clearly only at the initial 

success stage of the Grotto-Heaven realm. How could he release such a terrifying sound domain mystic 

technique?Furthermore, it was a secret technique of the Dragons!Before he could react, the situation 

changed once more!The green-robed human cultivator seemed to have released an ocular technique. 

His left eye was pitch-black while his right eye was pure white. Two beams of light, one black and one 

white, shot out into the void and formed a Yin Yang diagram that spun slowly.The next moment, the 

human cultivator summoned an emerald green horsetail whisk and stirred it gently in the Yin Yang 

diagram, rapidly writing 12 mysterious runes in the cosmos."Six Ding Six Jia Book, Deities and Ghosts 

Disperse!"The next moment, 12 Heavenly Gods with powerful auras descended. Wielding battle spears 

and swords, six men and six women charged towards the four pinnacle Kings!"This should be some sort 

of puppet summoning mystic technique."Long Feng murmured internally.However, his expression 

changed soon after!"These 12 puppets …"The Six Ding Six Jia Gods were condensed from the power of 

Extreme Yin and Extreme Yang. They did not have blood qi, Essence Spirit or Grotto-Heavens and could 

not release any mystic arts or mystic techniques.However, the strength of the Six Ding Six Jia Gods' 

physique and combat strength was equivalent to the Essence Spirit realm of the caster.After entering 

the Grotto-Heaven realm, the power of Su Zimo's Essence Spirit increased exponentially and his 

cultivation realm was comparable to a perfected Grotto-Heaven realm cultivator!This meant that the Six 

Ding Six Jia Gods he released now had the combat strength of a pinnacle King in melee combat!The 12 

Heavenly Gods scattered rapidly and each pinnacle King had to face the attacks of three Heavenly 

Gods!The four pinnacle Kings also sensed the terror of the Six Ding Six Jia Gods. With grim expressions, 

they hurriedly recalled their battle corpses with a thought.Among the four pinnacle Kings, three of them 

were Kings of the tomb realm and had weak physiques and bloodlines.Without the protection of their 

battle corpses, they could not defeat any of the Six Ding Six Jia Gods in melee combat!Although the 

remaining King had a stronger physique than the other three pinnacle Kings of the tomb realm, he could 

not withstand the combined attacks of three Heavenly Gods! 

 

Twelve Six Ding Six Jia Gods were released, and the situation was immediately reversed.The cultivators 

of the Tomb Realm had powerful bodies and battle corpses that didn't fear death.However, in Su Zimo's 

opinion, the tomb realm cultivators also had many flaws.Su Zimo didn't even continue to attack. He just 

stood in the battlefield of stars with his hands behind his back. He calmly watched this scene.The twelve 

Heavenly Deities each had their own unique means of attack. They were extremely powerful and 

coordinated with each other very well.Su Zimo didn't even need to spend any effort to control the entire 

battle.He only needed to release a strand of his will, and the Six Ding Gods and Six Jia Gods would fight 

on their own. Furthermore, they would unleash their battle prowess to the extreme!The three peak 

kings of the tomb realm thought they could crush Liuding Liujia Shen with their battle corpses.However, 

they had still underestimated the power of this secret technique.As the most powerful secret art in the 

Taiyi Chapter of the Taboo Scripture, the Liuding Liujia Shen had many flaws.However, in certain 



aspects, the twelve Heavenly Gods also had many innate advantages!For example, the Essence Spirit 

secret skills released by the peak kings would not cause any damage to the Liuding Liujia Shen.The 

corpse qi and poison of the battle corpses could not harm the Liuding Liujia Shen at all.The Liuding Liujia 

Shen was formed from the power of Extreme Yin and Extreme Yang. The source of that power came 

from the two God Stones, Huzhu Zhao and Nether Glow!The power of Extreme Yin and Extreme Yang 

released by the two God Stones was pure and condensed, immune to all poisons and impurities!The 

strength of the battle corpses was that they did not fear death or pain.It was the same for the Liuding 

Liujia Shen as well.It could be said that the battle corpses of the three peak kings of the Tomb Realm 

could not gain any advantage against the Liuding Liujia Shen!This battle was more like a massacre.A 

Heavenly God was entangled with the battle corpse while the remaining two Heavenly Gods surrounded 

the peak kings of the Tomb Realm. In less than ten breaths, the peak kings were killed!With the death of 

the three peak kings of the Tomb Realm, their battle corpses rotted and lost their combat strength.If the 

three peak kings of the Tomb Realm had the protection of their perfected grotto-heavens, it would have 

been difficult for the Liuding Liujia Shen to injure them. 

 

However, they were bent on killing Long Feng and did not withdraw their grotto-heavens. They had 

underestimated the power of the Liuding Liujia Shen.When he saw that, the peak king who had just 

advanced was scared out of his wits. How would he dare to stay any longer? He hurriedly withdrew his 

grotto-heavens and prepared to escape.In less than ten breaths, the situation of the battle changed 

drastically!Ordinary kings were killed by Su Zimo with a single shout.The five peerless kings were also 

severely injured and had yet to catch their breaths. They could only watch the massacre not far away in 

shock.With the death of the three peak kings of the Tomb Realm, the pressure on Long Feng decreased 

drastically!The only thing that was suppressing him was the grotto-heavens of the peak king!Long Feng's 

perfected grotto-heavens were already cracked and about to collapse.Now that he had a chance to 

catch his breath, his eyes shone brightly and blazing flames burned in them once more. He channeled his 

Essence Spirit to stabilize his grotto-heavens and counterattack at the same time!If it was a one-on-one 

battle, that peak king would not be Long Feng's match at all.Before he could withdraw his grotto-

heavens, he was suppressed by Long Feng's perfected grotto-heavens and was on the verge of 

collapse!As for the other 12 Heavenly Gods, they had already charged towards him!Their spears danced, 

and their swords were sharp.In the blink of an eye, that peak king was sliced into bloody pieces by the 

12 Heavenly Gods. His Essence Spirit was destroyed, and he died!The 12 Heavenly Gods did not stop in 

their tracks. They turned around and charged towards the remaining five peerless kings.These five 

peerless kings had just been severely injured. Facing the 12 Heavenly Gods and Long Feng's attacks, they 

could not withstand at all.As they wailed at the side, they were buried in the starry sky and their blood 

splattered across Beacon City!The battlefield of Beacon City, which was originally filled with killing cries, 

also paused for a moment at this moment.Countless gazes were filled with shock when they saw this 

scene!The Dragons were fine. Apart from being shocked, their morale was even higher.As for the army 

of the Tomb Realm, their faces were ashen as if they had lost their parents!Dead.All of them were dead! 

 

That green-robed human had just ascended into the starry sky and in less than 10 breaths, more than 10 

Heavenly Kings were wiped out without a single survivor!What happened?Many cultivators in the Tomb 

Realm army could not believe what they were seeing.How could this be?Where did that human king 

come from?What were the methods of those 12 terrifying Heavenly Gods?They no longer had the 

chance to find out.In a battle between kings, no matter which side won, it would affect the entire 



situation.The initial plan of the Tomb Realm was to kill everyone and leave no one alive.Now that the 

Dragons had won, not many of those cultivators could leave Beacon City alive!That was the cruelty of a 

realm war. 

Chapter 3053 

Seeing that the situation was settled, Su Zimo recalled Liuding and Liujia Shen back to Beacon 

City."That's enough,"Su Zimo came to monkey's side and called out.Monkey was in the midst of killing 

when he was stopped by Su Zimo and was a little displeased.However, he did not say anything and put 

away the Combat Imperial Weapon. Following beside Su Zimo and Long Ran, he bid farewell to Long 

Feng."Brother Su, thank you for your help this time round!"Long Feng cupped his fists towards Su Zimo 

and thanked him. "If not for your help, the hundreds of thousands of Dragons in Beacon City would have 

been doomed!""Even I wouldn't have been able to escape death. From this day forth, you're my 

benefactor!"Su Zimo replied, "You're too kind, City Lord. I merely did it in passing."Although Su Zimo 

said it casually, Long Feng had a conflicted expression and chuckled bitterly.He truly could not see 

through Su Zimo.Indeed, Su Zimo had merely done it in passing and released a puppet secret skill with a 

casual roar.However, more than ten kings were wiped out with just two moves!"City Lord,"Su Zimo 

pondered for a moment. "The sudden attack of the Tomb Realm army this time round is too strange. 

There's still no response from Illumination Dragon Planet. You should head back and take a 

look.""There's no need,"Long Feng waved it off with a firm expression. "Illumination Dragon Planet has 

the Illumination Dragon King and dozens of Dragon Kings guarding it. There won't be any major 

problems.""Furthermore, I have to guard Beacon City and the formation core. I can't leave 

casually."Pausing for a moment, Long Feng looked at the Tomb Realm army that was fleeing into the 

cosmos and said with a cold expression, "Furthermore, there are still ants that haven't been killed!"Su 

Zimo frowned.He had a feeling that the sudden arrival of the Tomb Realm army this time round was not 

as simple as it seemed.The Tomb Realm belonged to the alliance army of Wutong World.Logically 

speaking, Wutong World should be the main force in such a war.In this surprise attack on Beacon City, 

why didn't the Wutong World and the Blood World, these super large worlds, show up? Not even a 

single cultivator was present?Under the situation where Candle Dragon Planet could provide 

reinforcements at any time, only a dozen or so Kings came to attack Beacon City. 

Even if they could take it down, the Dragons would be able to take back Beacon City at any time. What 

was the use of such a surprise attack?Su Zimo vaguely felt that something was wrong, but seeing that 

Long Feng had already made up his mind, and that he was an outsider, it was not good for him to 

persuade him."Brother Su, don't worry."Long Feng seemed to notice Su Zimo's worries and said, "These 

corpse herders from the Tomb Realm are probably here to test the waters.""In a while, I'll send a few 

people back to Candle Dragon and  the situation here. As long as Candle Dragon is on guard, it shouldn't 

be a big problem."Long Li said in a deep voice, "City Lord, I'm going to Torch Dragon Planet to take a look 

at the situation there. If there is any news, I'll send you a message at any time.""That's even 

better."Long Feng nodded. "I still don't have enough manpower here. This saves me the trouble of 

sending more people over."The teleportation formation in Beacon City had to be repaired and he had to 

hunt down the fleeing Tomb Realm army.He had to check the Coiling Dragon Formation personally to 

see if there was anything wrong with it."Brother Su, are you guys leaving as well?"Long Li looked at Su 

Zimo.Initially, Su Zimo and the other two were prepared to leave. However, such an unforeseen event 

caused them to stay until now.Now that the situation in Beacon City was settled, Su Zimo was prepared 

to leave.However, when he heard that Long Li wanted to head to Candle Dragon Planet, he frowned and 



hesitated.Su Zimo said in a deep voice, "I'll accompany you to Candle Dragon Planet. The teleportation 

formation is broken. I can tear through the void and bring you over. That'll save you a lot of time.""We 

can leave at any time. It won't make a difference.""Sure!"Long Li smiled. "If you guys accompany me to 

Candle Dragon Planet, we can meet the Candle Dragon King together. He'll definitely thank you 

handsomely when he finds out about this. Don't decline when the time comes. "Su Zimo merely smiled 

faintly and did not comment.There were some things that he did not say explicitly.Long Feng sent a 

message to Candle Dragon Planet but there was no reply. In his opinion, there were only two 

possibilities.First, there was something wrong with the message talisman. 

Second, there was something wrong with Candle Dragon Planet.Su Zimo did not want to be involved in 

the war between the dragons and phoenixes. However, he was still worried about Long Li after knowing 

her for so many years and offered to send her back.If nothing happened on Candle Dragon Planet, it 

would not be too late for them to leave."Brother Su, thank you for your trouble."Long Feng cupped his 

fists and bade farewell to Su Zimo. Thereafter, he turned around and led the Dragons army to hunt 

down the remaining Tomb Realm cultivators in Beacon City.Su Zimo swiped his hand casually through 

the void and created a gap, leading monkey, Long Ran and Long Li into the spatial tunnel.In less than ten 

breaths, the four of them arrived near Candle Dragon Planet.From the outside, there was nothing 

unusual about Candle Dragon Planet.The moment the four of them appeared, a dragon king on Candle 

Dragon Planet sensed them and soared into the air, arriving before them in the blink of an 

eye."Outsiders!"When the dragon king caught sight of Su Zimo and monkey, his expression turned cold 

and his eyes shone with killing intent – he was about to kill them!"Fire Dragon King!"Seeing that the 

situation was bad, Long Li could not be bothered about etiquette and hollered hurriedly, "They're the 

benefactors of us Dragons. How dare you!""Benefactors?"The Fire Dragon King raised his brow and 

swept his spirit consciousness across Su Zimo and monkey's spirit consciousness. Immediately after, he 

sneered, "How can a human and monkey be worthy of being the benefactors of Dragons?"Long Li 

shouted, "Earlier on, Beacon City was ambushed by the Tomb Realm. If not for Brother Su and Brother 

Yuan, hundreds of thousands of people would have been slaughtered mercilessly. Isn't that a favor to 

the Dragons?""Hmm?"The Fire Dragon King narrowed his gaze and his expression changed. "How did 

you guys know that the Tomb Realm ambushed Beacon City?"Long Li replied, "We came from Beacon 

City."Right from the beginning, Su Zimo had not said a single word.However, at that moment, he 

suddenly asked, "You didn't know that Beacon City was ambushed?""I didn't know."After a moment of 

hesitation, the Fire Dragon King replied coldly.Su Zimo was expressionless and merely looked at him 

deeply.The Fire Dragon King was not telling the truth.If he did not know that Beacon City was ambushed 

and suddenly heard Long Li say that, he should have asked about how Beacon City was doing and what 

was going on with the Tomb Realm ambushing. 

However, what he was most concerned about was how Long Li knew about it.That reaction proved that 

he already knew about it!When he heard Long Li say that they had just come from Beacon City, a look of 

surprise flashed through the Fire Dragon King's eyes."I'm not going to talk to you anymore. I want to see 

the Illumination Dragon King!"Long Li harrumphed softly before suddenly sending a voice transmission 

to the Illumination Dragon Planet, shouting, "Illumination Dragon King, Li 'er requests an audience!"Su 

Zimo praised internally.Long Li was smart and should have sensed that something was amiss as well.At 

that moment, the Fire Dragon King suddenly smiled."Li 'er, come over."Right then, an old voice sounded 

from the depths of the Illumination Dragon Planet.When Long Li heard that voice, he heaved a sigh of 

relief and nodded towards Su Zimo. 

Chapter 3054 



Long Li brought Su Zimo, monkey and Long Ran to the Illumination Dragon Star and headed straight for 

the palace of the Illumination Dragon King.The Flame Dragon King did not stop them and merely hung 

behind the four of them with a mocking smile.Su Zimo frowned slightly in deep thought."Brother Su, 

there should be something wrong with the Flame Dragon King."Right then, Long Li sent a voice 

transmission with his spirit consciousness, "I suspect that he was the one who intercepted the message 

of the City Lord of Dragon Beacon City!""But why?"There was a hint of confusion in Long Li's voice. "Why 

would the Flame Dragon King do that? Why would he betray his own race? Could he have some 

difficulties? "Long Li was still unwilling to believe it.Su Zimo said, "Everything will be clear when we meet 

the Illumination Dragon King."Before long, Su Zimo's group of four arrived before the Illumination 

Dragon Palace.The moment they entered the hall, they felt a heatwave surge towards them.This 

majestic hall was built above the crater of a volcano. Boiling lava flowed beneath their feet, bubbling 

with boiling hot air. Giant rocks floated on top of it.In the middle of the hall sat a red-robed old man 

with a head of scarlet hair and graying temples.However, the red-robed old man sat in the middle with a 

burning gaze and a dignified aura. Under the illumination of the lava beneath his feet, his face was 

flushed and it was clear that he was still in peak condition.Long Li's group of four stood on a gigantic 

rock and floated forward slowly against the flow of lava.The Flame Dragon King did not follow them in 

and merely stood at the entrance of the hall."Li 'er greets the Illumination Dragon King."Long Li went 

forward and bowed.As the supreme True Spirit of Dragons and her mother was the Nightmare Dragon 

King who was on equal footing with the Illumination Dragon King, Long Li was naturally familiar with 

her."There's no need for formalities."The Illumination Dragon King nodded slightly before turning to 

look at Su Zimo and monkey."Another race?"The Illumination Dragon King murmured with an 

expressionless face."I am Su Zimo. Greetings, Torch Dragon King."Su Zimo greeted him calmly, neither 

servile nor overbearing.Torch Dragon King did not respond and only glanced at Su Zimo indifferently. 

 

Su Zimo smiled indifferently, not minding it at all.Although there was a difference in status between the 

two of them, he was still a Cave Heavenly King. It was understandable for him to greet Torch Dragon 

King simply. There was no need for him to bow.When Monkey saw this, he was displeased. He chuckled 

and did not even bother to greet him.Since you were rude first, I don't care who you are.Long Ran was a 

Dragon after all. He was worried that Su Zimo and Ye Zichen would offend Torch Dragon King because of 

this, so he hurriedly went forward to kneel and pay his respects.Long Li also stepped forward and said, 

"Candle Dragon King, a dozen Kings of the Tomb Realm led an army of millions and just attacked Beacon 

City. Fortunately, Brother Su and the others helped and Beacon City didn't fall.""Oh?"When Torch 

Dragon King heard that, his expression finally changed as he asked, "That ordinary human King can 

defend against more than ten Kings of the Tomb Realm and defend Beacon City?""It's absolutely 

true!"Long Li said in a deep voice, "When the incident happened, the Lord of Dragon Beacon City sent a 

message back immediately. However, Torch Dragon Planet doesn't seem to have received any news."At 

that point, Long Li looked at Torch Dragon King.That was actually a question. However, the Torch Dragon 

King was expressionless and silent.Long Li took a deep breath of air. "Li 'er suspects that someone on 

Torch Dragon Planet intercepted the news of the Lord of Dragon Beacon City and concealed the 

information!"As he said that, Long Li looked at the Flame Dragon King who was guarding the entrance of 

the hall and grit his teeth. "Torch Dragon King, Li 'er suspects that this matter has something to do with 

you. I hope you can understand!""Fufu …"When the Flame Dragon King heard Long Li's accusation, he 

merely chuckled and did not panic at all. In fact, he did not even refute.When Su Zimo saw that, he 

narrowed his eyes.Initially, he thought that the Flame Dragon King revealed a flaw because he was 



careless previously.It was only at this moment that he was certain that the Flame Dragon King seemed 

to be fearless!What was he relying on?Su Zimo's heart sank when he thought of a possibility.However, 

he was expressionless and did not reveal anything unusual.Right then, the Torch Dragon King said 

slowly, "Li 'er, you suspected your own clansmen immediately after such a huge incident. Yet, you didn't 

suspect the two foreign races beside you?" 

 

"Ah?Stunned for a moment, Long Li said instinctively, "Brother Su and the others are my friends. It's also 

thanks to Brother Su's help that we were able to protect Beacon City this time round. Why would I 

suspect them?""Li 'er, you're still too naive."The Torch Dragon King shook his head gently. "The 

appearance of the two foreign races in Beacon City coincided with the Tomb Realm's sudden attack. Is 

that a coincidence?""Those who aren't of our race definitely have ulterior motives! How many foreign 

races have betrayed us over the years?! Li 'er, you've already invited a wolf into your house and you 

don't even know it! "Long Li looked at the Torch Dragon King in disbelief and argued, "That's 

impossible! I witnessed the battle earlier on with my own eyes. There's no way Brother Su and the 

others have anything to do with the Tomb Realm! ""Torch Dragon King, are you suspecting me?"Long Li 

was both angry and annoyed. He was a little anxious.The Torch Dragon King said indifferently, "I'm not 

suspecting you. It's just that you're too young and inexperienced. It's easy for you to be bewitched by 

foreign races. Furthermore, what you see might not be true. "Long Li was a Dragon after all and there 

were some things that she might not have thought of.Or rather, she might not have dared to think in 

that direction.However, as an outsider, Su Zimo was already suspecting the Torch Dragon King!If the 

Torch Dragon King did not know that the news was intercepted by the Flame Dragon King, his 

performance earlier on was way too calm.It was way too abnormal for him to be completely 

unconcerned about his clansmen when he heard that Beacon City was attacked and almost lost.If the 

Flame Dragon King was relying on the Torch Dragon King, then the Flame Dragon King's earlier 

performance would be easy to explain.Of course, even Su Zimo could not believe it and could not 

understand why the infamous Torch Dragon King, one of the five Dragon Kings of the Three Thousand 

Worlds, would betray the Dragon King!If even an outsider like him could have such a feeling, there was 

no way Long Li could have imagined it.That was way too bold of an idea.Long Li was still trying her best 

to argue. In fact, she was a little annoyed as she shouted, "Torch Dragon King, not all foreign races have 

ulterior motives!""If you don't believe me, recall the City Lord of Dragon Beacon City right now. He'll 

naturally explain to you!" 

 

Monkey could not listen any longer and was fuming with anger. He scratched his ears and cheeks in 

discomfort.Suddenly, Su Zimo spoke loudly, "Since the Torch Dragon King doesn't believe me, we'll be 

asking for trouble if we stay here. Farewell."Thereafter, Su Zimo sent a voice transmission to Long Li 

with his spirit consciousness, "Long Li, leave right now and return to the Hornless Dragon Star to look for 

your mother. Tell her everything that happened today, including everything that happened in the Torch 

Dragon Grand Hall!"Su Zimo's tone was grim with a hint of urgency.Long Li could not help but feel his 

heart skip a beat when he heard the hidden meaning in his words.Right then, an indifferent voice drifted 

over from the grand hall."Who allowed you to leave?" 
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Su Zimo narrowed his eyes and glared at the Illumination Dragon King without saying anything.Monkey's 

eyes were bloodshot and his aura turned violent as well.Long Li and Long Ran's expressions changed 



when they heard that!Long Li asked in a deep voice, "Illumination Dragon King, what's the meaning of 

this?""Brother Su and the others came here with the intention of leaving with Long Ran. They had no 

intention of getting involved in this battle.""Brother Su has just saved hundreds of thousands of 

clansmen in Beacon City. Are you going to keep him here just because he's from an alien race?"Long Li's 

tone was interrogative!The Illumination Dragon King was still indifferent. "There's no conclusion to the 

attack on Beacon City yet. Once I find out the truth, I'll naturally let them go."Long Ran went forward 

and bowed. "Illumination Dragon King, I'm a dragon after all and can stay. However, what happened 

today has nothing to do with the two of them. Your Majesty, please allow them to leave.""Fu …"The 

Illumination Dragon King said coolly, "Do you think that the Dragon World is a place where they can 

come and go as they please?"The threat in this sentence was extremely heavy!Long Li and Long Ran's 

expressions changed.When Su Zimo heard that, he merely shook his head gently and said indifferently, 

"If I want to leave, no one can stop me.""You can try."The Illumination Dragon King's tone was cold.In 

just a few words, the two of them were already at daggers drawn!Su Zimo was unwilling to get involved 

in this fight between dragons and phoenixes. However, if anyone wanted to make an example out of 

him, they would have chosen the wrong person!There was definitely a huge problem among the 

Dragons.Right now, Illumination Dragon Planet was no longer a good place and they had to leave as 

soon as possible!"Brother Su, don't be rash,"Long Li hurriedly sent a voice transmission with his spirit 

consciousness and reminded Su Zimo, "This is Illumination Dragon Planet, not Beacon City.""Once the 

Illumination Dragon King attacks, you won't even be able to leave this hall, let alone Illumination Dragon 

Planet!"As one of the five Dragon Kings, the Illumination Dragon King's combat strength was naturally 

the top among the Dragon Kings.They were far more powerful than the four peak Kings Su Zimo had 

faced in the battle of Beacon City. 

In Long Li's opinion, the most important reason why Su Zimo had been able to display such terrifying 

battle prowess in the battle of Beacon City was because his secret puppetry arts happened to be the 

bane of the tomb realm's battle corpses.Moreover, at that time, the Dragon Beacon City Lord was there 

to hold them back.Now, facing a peak king like the Torch Dragon King, even if Su Zimo used that puppet 

secret technique again, he had no chance of winning!"Let's go."Su Zimo ignored the Illumination Dragon 

King's threat and called out before leading monkey, Long Ran and the Long Li out of the hall.Monkey had 

witnessed Su Zimo's methods and did not hesitate. Before leaving, he even spat at the Illumination 

Dragon King with a look of disdain.Long Ran and Long Li's faces were pale.Although Long Ran knew that 

Wu Dao's true body was backing Su Zimo, he knew nothing about Wu Dao's true body's methods.In his 

opinion, Wu Dao's true body was far away in the vast wilderness and was beyond his reach. It was truly 

irrational for him to get into a conflict with the Illumination Dragon King now."Since you guys want to 

die so badly, I'll grant your wish!"The Illumination Dragon King's eyes shone brightly as he suddenly 

attacked.Initially, he was dozens of feet away from Su Zimo.However, he raised his arm and in the blink 

of an eye, it transformed into a thick and powerful dragon arm covered in dragon scales that tore 

through the air!A gigantic and menacing dragon claw descended from the skies with a suffocating 

might!Even with monkey's powerful bloodline, he was suppressed to the point of immobility by the 

Illumination Dragon King!The difference between the two of them was way too great – an entire major 

cultivation realm.No matter how strong monkey's bloodline was, it could not make up for it."No!"The 

Long Li exclaimed.Long Ran had a nervous expression.The Flame Dragon King, who was guarding the 

door, crossed his arms with a smile on his face as he watched this scene calmly.The Illumination Dragon 

King had no intention of holding back at all. The moment he attacked, he wanted to kill Su Zimo and 

monkey on the spot!Sensing the killing intent behind him, Su Zimo, who had his back facing the 



Illumination Dragon King, had a cold glint in his eyes.Buzz!A sword hum sounded and a green sword 

beam flashed! 

Su Zimo did not turn around or even look. It was only when the gigantic dragon claw was about to 

descend that he summoned the Qingping Sword and slashed in reverse!Clang!The sword seemed to 

have struck something extremely tough and the sound of metal clashing could be heard. The 

tremendous impact caused Su Zimo's body to shudder and his blood qi to surge.It was no wonder why 

the Illumination Dragon King was one of the five dragon kings – his reaction was way too fast.Sensing 

the sharp edge of the Qingping Sword, the Illumination Dragon King's dragon claw changed direction 

immediately and met the blade of the Qingping Sword with its sharp claws!"Good sword!"The 

Illumination Dragon King praised internally.If it was an ordinary grotto-heaven numinous treasure, it 

would shatter and turn into scrap metal upon contact with his dragon claw!However, the sharpness of 

the sword was not damaged at all and its sword beam shone even brighter!All of a sudden!The 

Illumination Dragon King's expression changed!He suddenly felt a great sense of danger!"Not good!"The 

Illumination Dragon King's heart sank.His lifespan was draining rapidly!It was too fast!He had just 

realized that his lifespan had decreased by a hundred thousand years!He was already at his peak at his 

age to begin with. The loss of a hundred thousand years of lifespan had an extremely obvious change to 

him.His sideburns were already white, and even his head of red hair was rapidly losing its color and 

vitality.At the same time that Su Zimo slashed in reverse, he released a supreme divine power, Instant 

Splendor.The Instant Splendor was a Dharmic art that was fused with the Morning Bell and Evening 

Drum and could pose a huge threat to a king.Of course, that was under the premise that the king was 

caught off guard or did not release his grotto-heaven.Boom!The Illumination Dragon King raised a 

grotto-heaven right away.The Dao art of the grotto-heaven descended on him and dispelled the power 

of Instant divine power instantly. His lifespan stopped decreasing as well.As expected of the Illumination 

Dragon King.Even though Su Zimo was unprepared, he could not kill the other party!At that moment, Su 

Zimo had already turned around. 

His attack this time round had completely enraged the Illumination Dragon King!"Die!"The Illumination 

Dragon King's glabella shone and his spirit consciousness surged wildly. In his rage, he released an 

Essence Spirit secret skill and charged towards Su Zimo!He wanted to use the Essence Spirit of a peak 

king to kill Su Zimo directly!The Illumination Dragon King's Essence Spirit condensed a dragon scale in 

midair that emitted a terrifying aura.A dragon had a Reverse Scale and anyone who touched it would 

die!Su Zimo had cultivated the same dragon scale secret skill and naturally knew how terrifying the 

dragon scale was.His Essence Spirit was comparable to the Illumination Dragon King.If he released the 

dragon scale secret skill as well, it would be difficult to determine a victor in this Essence Spirit fight and 

both sides might even be injured!With a thought, Su Zimo channeled his Essence Spirit and conjured a 

Dharmic seal."Brother Su, don't touch that dragon scale!"When Long Li saw that, he reminded 

hurriedly.Su Zimo continued forming seals as though he did not hear anything.His Dharmic seal was 

mysterious and complicated, filled with Buddhist logic and Zen intent.At that moment, Su Zimo's aura 

changed as well. He lowered his head with a dignified expression, resembling a cross-legged 

Buddha!This was the first time Su Zimo released that Essence Spirit secret skill.The Perfection of 

Wisdom Nirvana Sutra was known as the number one taboo secret manual for spirit refinement. Apart 

from a cultivation sutra, there were also three mysterious Dharmic seals.Su Zimo had already 

comprehended the first two Dharmic seals, Impermanence of All Actions and Anatta of All Dharmas.As 

for the final Dharmic seal, Su Zimo only comprehended it during his seclusion for more than 200 years 



on the Path to Heaven.That Dharmic seal was called Nirvana Silence.It was also the only Essence Spirit 

secret skill among the three Dharmic Seals! 
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Su Zimo controlled many Essence Spirit secret skills.However, at that moment, it was difficult for the 

other Essence Spirit secret skills to gain the upper hand against Illumination Dragon King's Reverse 

Scale.Only the Nirvana Silence could suppress Illumination Dragon King's Reverse Scale!The Dharmic seal 

could transcend the other party's Essence Spirit and return everything to silence.That included the 

lifeforce, bloodline … everything would be destroyed!A golden Dharmic seal was released from Su 

Zimo's glabella silently.Everywhere it passed, everything returned to silence.In the blink of an eye, the 

Dharmic seal collided with the Reverse Scale."Humph,"Illumination Dragon King sneered when he saw 

that.It was over.Anyone who touched the Reverse Scale of a dragon would die!Notwithstanding the 

huge difference in their cultivation realms, even if they were of the same cultivation realm, an Essence 

Spirit secret skill would be severely injured against his Reverse Scale even if they did not die!However, 

the smile on Illumination Dragon King's face vanished before long and was replaced by a look of 

shock.How could this be …The collision of the two Essence Spirit secret skills did not make a sound. 

However, it was extremely dangerous and the surrounding void was shattered into pieces!After a brief 

pause, the light of the Reverse Scale dimmed gradually.Cracks appeared on the Reverse Scale one after 

another.The golden Dharmic seal swayed continuously and its golden light dimmed, but it was still 

intact!Right then, Illumination Dragon King felt a tremendous impact on his Essence Spirit. It was almost 

jolted out of his body!Against such an impact, the Grotto-Heaven that Illumination Dragon King had just 

condensed showed signs of collapse.Right then, Su Zimo's figure flashed and he had already closed 

in!Illumination Dragon King's Essence Spirit was way too strong.Even though Nirvana Silence had the 

upper hand, it could not kill him.Even so, Illumination Dragon King still revealed a huge opening and was 

stunned by the impact of the Nirvana Silence Dharmic Seal. His perfected Grotto-Heaven was almost 

destroyed!Su Zimo closed in and the Qingping Sword flashed, stabbing towards Illumination Dragon 

King's glabella.A single slash was enough to kill Illumination Dragon King on the spot!However, when the 

Qingping Sword's sword beam pierced through Torch Dragon King's glabella, Su Zimo's heart stirred. He 

changed his mind at the last minute and retracted the Qingping Sword. 

Immediately after, he strode forward and extended his palm the moment the Illumination Dragon King's 

grotto-heaven collapsed and revealed an opening, landing it on the top of the Illumination Dragon King's 

head to restrain his Essence Spirit!On the one hand, Torch Dragon King had a high position among the 

Dragons. He had a special status and controlled the entire Torch Dragon Domain.His betrayal had a great 

impact on the Dragons.There must be an extremely important secret hidden in his memories.On the 

other hand, Su Zimo also wanted to see why, as the Torch Dragon King, he had come this far and 

betrayed the Dragons!Of course, the success rate of using the soul searching technique on such a peak 

King was extremely low.To the side, Long Li and Long Ran were dumbfounded.Their brains couldn't keep 

up for a while.In a flash, Illumination Dragon King was captured alive by Su Zimo and his Essence Spirit 

was imprisoned!"Outsider, what are you trying to do?!"Torch Dragon King's Essence Spirit was 

imprisoned in Su Zimo's palm as he shouted fiercely."Soul search!"Su Zimo did not say anything more to 

Torch Dragon King and was about to use the soul searching technique.All of a sudden!Su Zimo sensed 

something amiss and focused his gaze.Another powerful and evil power burst forth from within Torch 

Dragon King's Essence Spirit!A dark green glow shone on Torch Dragon King's Essence Spirit!"Is this … a 

curse?"When Su Zimo saw that, his heart skipped a beat and he immediately thought of something 



else.A similar situation happened to the Essence Spirits of the two Horse Monkey Emperor Lords who 

died in the hands of Wu Dao's true body!Long Li noticed that as well and frowned, murmuring softly, 

"Torch Dragon King is cursed? When did this happen? "After the power of the curse appeared, before Su 

Zimo could begin his soul search, Torch Dragon King's Essence Spirit exploded and died on the 

spot!Dead.The Torch Dragon King, one of the Five Great Dragon Kings, had died just like that without 

knowing why.Su Zimo's expression darkened in deep thought.Although he could not obtain any 

memories from Torch Dragon King, the appearance of the power of the curse earlier on could confirm 

some things. 

Torch Dragon King's betrayal might not have been his intention – it was very likely that he was coerced 

by the curse!To prevent his soul from being searched, the curse detonated Torch Dragon King's Essence 

Spirit."That's not right,"Long Li shook his head repeatedly with a puzzled expression and murmured, 

"Even if Torch Dragon King is cursed, he shouldn't have betrayed Dragons.""Not to mention him, even 

ordinary Dragons would not do anything to harm Dragons if they were threatened, even if they 

died. Furthermore, Torch Dragon King has a firm Dao heart. ""Torch Dragon King has contributed 

countless Dragons in the past. How can he submit to a curse?"Su Zimo said in a deep voice, "No matter 

what, Torch Dragon King's betrayal must be related to the Witch race."Such an evil and powerful curse 

could only be released by someone from the Witch race.Furthermore, even his Grade 12 Qinglian true 

body was wary of that curse and was extremely resistant!Su Zimo continued, "In that case, the reason 

why the Tomb Realm army suddenly descended on Beacon City should be because Torch Dragon King is 

helping them."Torch Dragon King was in charge of the Torch Dragon Region and was familiar with 

everything here.It wouldn't be difficult for him to let the tomb realm army in.Long Li nodded. "The 

reason why the dozens of Kings of the Tomb Realm were fearless and dared to attack Beacon City was 

because they knew that Torch Dragon Planet would not provide any reinforcements!""Thankfully, 

Brother Su was around. Otherwise, Beacon City would have been conquered."Su Zimo thought for a 

moment. "The problem now is whether there are other Dragon Kings or Dragons on Torch Dragon 

Planet apart from Torch Dragon King who are cursed and have already betrayed us.""There's a high 

chance that Flame Dragon King has already betrayed us," Long Ran said."Where's the Flame Dragon 

King?"Monkey suddenly asked with a frown.Their attention was focused on Torch Dragon King earlier 

on. Unknowingly, the Flame Dragon King had already left this place."Not good!"Long Li seemed to have 

thought of something and exclaimed softly.Immediately after, dragon roars sounded outside the Torch 

Dragon Grand Hall, filled with rage and killing intent.One after another, the terrifying auras of Dragon 

Kings burst forth from Torch Dragon Planet. In the blink of an eye, they descended around the Torch 

Dragon Grand Hall and surrounded the place impenetrably!Dozens of Dragon Kings entered the hall with 

murderous auras. 

The Flame Dragon King was among them and was looking at Su Zimo and the others mockingly.Instantly, 

Su Zimo understood as well.When the Flame Dragon King saw that Torch Dragon King was dead, he did 

not head forward to take revenge. Instead, he left immediately and spread the news!The death of Torch 

Dragon King in the hands of a foreign race was enough to incite the wrath of all the Dragon Kings!The 

Flame Dragon King did not have to attack and could borrow the strength of the other Dragon Kings on 

Torch Dragon Planet to kill Su Zimo!Furthermore, it was difficult for Su Zimo to explain this matter 

clearly.Torch Dragon King was already dead. However, there was still a wisp of aura of Torch Dragon 

King's Essence Spirit in his palm that the dozens of Dragon Kings could sense clearly.The Dragon Kings 

were murderous and looked at Su Zimo as though they could tear him into pieces!"Dragon Kings, please 

calm down. There's a misunderstanding!"When Long Li saw that, he hurried forward and stood in front 



of Su Zimo, saying loudly."Long Li, you lured a wolf into the house and killed Torch Dragon King. Now, 

you're protecting this human. How should you be punished?!" Before Long Li could continue, the Flame 

Dragon King shouted and interrupted him. 
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"Nonsense!"Long Li berated, "The Illumination Dragon King was the one who was cursed and betrayed 

the Dragons. He was discovered by us and wanted to silence us, resulting in his death.""Fufu!"The Flame 

Dragon King sneered, "Long Li, you're truly deranged to say something like that! As one of the five 

Dragon Kings, the Illumination Dragon King was the oldest and the most loyal subordinate of the 

Dragons. He had made countless contributions – how could he betray the Dragons? ""Even if he was 

cursed and threatened, the Illumination Dragon King would never compromise. Even if he had to 

commit suicide, he wouldn't harm the Dragons at all!"When the dozens of Dragon Kings heard Long Li's 

accusation, they sneered in disbelief as well.The Illumination Dragon King would betray the Dragons?If 

the Illumination Dragon King betrayed them, the Illumination Dragon Region would cease to exist as 

well!"Long Li, to think that you would do something as such and collude with outsiders to kill the 

Illumination Dragon King!""Long Li, tell us if this has anything to do with the Illumination Dragon 

King!""Hmph, if she didn't have the backing of the Illumination Dragon King, would a True Spirit like her 

have the guts to do so?"In a few words, the few Dragon Kings pointed their spears at the Illumination 

Dragon King right away.Long Li was young after all. Against the suppressive slander of dozens of Dragon 

Kings, her mind was in a mess and she was so anxious that she was about to cry."Y-You're maligning 

me!""This has nothing to do with Brother Su or my mother!"Long Li's explanation was truly feeble. Her 

voice trembled slightly and she sounded like she was about to cry.Su Zimo frowned slightly.Ever since 

the dozens of Dragon Kings entered, he had not said or explained anything.He did not want to get 

involved in this war of dragons and phoenixes to begin with. Now that he was forced into it, he could 

not be bothered to explain.He could come and go as he pleased on the Illumination Dragon Planet.After 

releasing the Taiyi Yin Yang Escape Art, the dozens of Dragon Kings around him could not stop him at 

all!However, when he saw Long Li standing in front of her and trying his best to defend her while facing 

the pressure and accusations of dozens of Dragon Kings with reddened eyes, Su Zimo could not help but 

feel a tinge of pity in his heart.Among the dozens of Dragon Kings, a few of them looked at Long Li's 

tightly pursed lips. His eyes were brimming with tears as big as beans. His pitiful appearance made them 

hesitate. 

Long Li's background was pitiful. He lost his father when he was young.Among the dozens of Dragon 

Kings, many of them had watched Long Li grow up and were unwilling to believe that Long Li would 

betray the dragons and murder Torch Dragon King."This human is only an ordinary King. How did he 

injure Torch Dragon King?" A peak Dragon King frowned.Another Dragon King also muttered to himself 

irresolutely, "Why don't we postpone this matter for a while, since this person can't escape anyway, let's 

inform the Dragon Island first."The Dragon Island was the center of the Dragon World, surrounded by 

the Five Great Dragon Regions.Only the Dragon Kings and Dragon Emperors had the qualifications to 

ascend the Dragon Island.Seeing that the situation had changed, the Flame Dragon King said hurriedly, 

"Because of Long Li, Torch Dragon King was caught off guard and was ambushed by this human 

King!""That's not it!"Long Li shouted, "Torch Dragon King was the one who attacked Brother Su first with 

a killing move. Brother Su had no choice but to retaliate!""Furthermore, Brother Su wasn't the one who 

killed Torch Dragon King. He merely imprisoned Torch Dragon King's Essence Spirit and wanted to search 

his soul. In the end, he triggered the power of the curse and caused Torch Dragon King's Essence Spirit 



to self-destruct.""Fufu …"The Flame Dragon King sneered, "What a sharp-tongued lass. Torch Dragon 

King is already dead and can't prove his innocence. You can say whatever you want.""Torch Dragon King 

is dead, but there's still someone alive."Right then, Su Zimo, who had been silent the entire time in the 

hall, suddenly said faintly.That sentence was said without rhyme or reason and the Dragon Kings did not 

understand what it meant.All of a sudden!Right in front of everyone, Su Zimo flashed and arrived before 

the Flame Dragon King instantly. Reaching out, he grabbed the top of the Flame Dragon King's 

head!"Hmm?""Insolent!""How dare you!"A series of furious roars sounded from the hall.This time 

round, the dozens of Dragon Kings were truly enraged!None of them would have thought that this 

human would want to hurt someone right under their noses!Since ancient times, when had there been 

an outsider race that was so arrogant in the territory of the Dragons? 

The dozens of Dragon Kings attacked one after another, wanting to suppress Su Zimo on the spot.Even 

Long Ran who was at the side was shocked.Right now, he was in a dilemma. Firstly, he did not want Su 

Zimo to be wronged. However, in his heart, he did not want Su Zimo to become enemies with the 

Dragons either."Roar!"Right then, Su Zimo suddenly opened his mouth and let out a dragon roar!This 

Dragon Roar secret skill was based on the Azure Dragon's roar and fused with many sound domain 

secret skills. There was even a terrifying and majestic sound of thunder mixed within.Among the dozens 

of Dragon Kings, some reacted extremely quickly and released their Dragon Roar secret skills to fight 

against it immediately.Some of the Dragon Kings were confident in their strong physiques and powerful 

bloodlines. Fearlessly, they endured the sound domain secret skill and charged towards Su Zimo.Under 

normal circumstances, with the physique and bloodline of the Dragons, it was not a big deal to 

withstand a sound domain secret skill of an expert of the same level.Furthermore, in their eyes, Su Zimo 

was only an ordinary King of the human race.His cultivation realm was much lower than theirs, let alone 

his physique and bloodline.However, in the next moment, the expressions of the Dragon Kings who 

chose to take it head-on changed drastically!The dozens of peerless Dragon Kings grunted and felt their 

blood boil in their chests. Their eyes were bloodshot, their ears were buzzing and their vision turned 

black.Even the few peak-stage Dragon Kings paused slightly.The remaining Dragon Kings who resisted 

with their sound domain secret skills also paused slightly.In the blink of an eye, Su Zimo and the Flame 

Dragon King had already exchanged blows!The dozens of Dragon Kings did not expect that Su Zimo 

would dare to attack him under the watchful eyes of the dragons.By the time he reacted, Su Zimo was 

already close to him. He stretched out his arm and his palm hovered above his head.The Flame Dragon 

King did not have time to think. He circulated his bloodline and supported a grotto-heaven at the same 

time.However, in the next moment, Su Zimo's Dragon Roar secret skill exploded.The distance between 

the two was too close!The Flame Dragon King shuddered!His grotto-heaven could not be formed and his 

blood qi was almost scattered!At the critical moment, he could only raise his arms high above his head 

to block Su Zimo's palm. 

As long as he could delay for a moment, the dozens of Dragon Kings around could attack and kill Su Zimo 

to save him.However, the moment the Flame Dragon King's arms touched Su Zimo's palm, a look of fear 

appeared in his eyes.A torrential force burst forth from that seemingly fair and tender palm – there was 

no way to defend against it!Right in front of everyone, the Flame Dragon King had just raised his arms 

high above his head when he was pushed back by Su Zimo single-handedly!Piak!Su Zimo's palm landed 

on the Flame Dragon King's head and exerted strength, pulling his Essence Spirit out instantly!The battle 

happened quickly and ended even faster!By the time the dozens of Dragon Kings broke free from the 

tremors of the Dragon Roar secret skill, the Flame Dragon King's Essence Spirit had already landed in Su 

Zimo's palm.The dust settled. 
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"How dare you!"The dozens of Dragon Kings were livid.This human had actually captured the Flame 

Dragon King right in front of them, and even imprisoned his primordial spirit.This was simply lawless. He 

did not put them and the Dragons in his eyes at all!Unforgivable!The few Dragon Kings who had some 

sympathy for Long Li and even trusted her a little earlier also looked at Long Li coldly.There was no need 

to say anything about the current situation.This human King's actions were clearly to silence them!Long 

Li was also shocked by Su Zimo's actions. She was dumbfounded at the scene.By the time she 

understood what was happening, Su Zimo had already captured the Flame Dragon King's Essence 

Spirit."Human, don't think about leaving alive after being so presumptuous and killing people in our 

Dragon World!" A peak Dragon King said slowly with a cold expression."Let the Flame Dragon King go 

and we can leave your corpse intact."Another peak Dragon King said."Ha …"Su Zimo smiled and slowly 

raised his palm. He grabbed the Flame Dragon King's eyes and placed it in front of the dozens of Dragon 

Kings.Black chains appeared in his palm and wrapped around the Fire Dragon King's Primordial 

Spirit.Poof!In the next moment, the Flame Dragon King's Essence Spirit exploded and 

died!"Roar!""Human, hand over your life!"Originally, the Flame Dragon King was in Su Zimo's hands. The 

Dragon Kings wanted to protect his life and did not dare to attack directly.However, this scene 

completely enraged the dragons!What was this?In the territory of the Dragon Clan, in front of their 

eyes, he killed a Dragon King!This was a provocation!The dozens of Dragon Kings could not hold back 

and even faintly transformed into their true forms, wanting to swarm forward and tear Su Zimo into 

pieces."Wait!"At this moment, the two peak Dragon Kings in the lead suddenly shouted and released an 

even stronger divine consciousness pressure, suppressing the dozens of Dragon Kings."Spirit Dragon 

King, Radiant Dragon King, what are you doing?!"The dragon kings asked loudly, their faces filled with 

grief and indignation.Spirit Dragon King didn't explain. He just narrowed his eyes and stared at Su Zimo's 

palm, his expression solemn. 

The other Dragon Kings tried their best to suppress the anger and killing intent in their hearts as they 

also looked at Su Zimo's palm.In that human's palm, other than the Flame Dragon King's dead primordial 

spirit, there was still an extremely evil power!The dragons recalled that when the Flame Dragon King's 

Primordial Spirit exploded, there seemed to have been a flash of green light.Could it be …Spirit Dragon 

King looked at Su Zimo and asked hesitantly, "Was that a curse?""Oh."Su Zimo nodded and said, "Yes, 

the Dragons can still be saved."Su Zimo originally planned to leave, but when he saw that Long Li was 

wronged, he couldn't bear it.From the beginning to the end, he did not explain.On one hand, it was 

disdain.On the other hand, it was hard to explain.The Illumination Dragon King was dead and there was 

no proof.However, he thought of this idea when he thought of the abnormalities of the Flame Dragon 

King.The Illumination Dragon King was dead but the Flame Dragon King was still alive!As long as he 

captured the Flame Dragon King and did the same, the curse hidden in the Flame Dragon King's 

Primordial Spirit would appear as well.That was the most direct and simple method.Of course, this 

action could lead to another outcome.Su Zimo did not know who among the dragon kings before him 

was cursed and how many of them were cursed.If the dragon kings were also cursed, they would choose 

to ignore the curse on the Flame Dragon King's Primordial Spirit even if they saw it.However, his action 

would lead to a huge battle between him and the dragons!That was the reason why Su Zimo said that 

the Dragons could still be saved when he saw that the two peak dragon kings, the Spirit Dragon King and 

the Radiant Dragon King, had sensed the curse and stopped the dragons.The expressions of the Spirit 

Dragon King, the Radiant Dragon King and the other dragon kings turned terrible.Normally, they would 

have been able to recognize that it was the power of the curse immediately.However, when they saw 



that, they could not believe it and could not accept it.The Flame Dragon King was cursed?Could the 

Illumination Dragon King be in the same situation?When did this happen? 

What did this have to do with the Witch race?Countless doubts surged into the minds of the Spirit 

Dragon King and the Radiant Dragon King. Even with their experience and knowledge, they could not 

figure it out.Suddenly, a dragon king said, "Even if the Illumination Dragon King and the Flame Dragon 

King are cursed, it can't prove that they betrayed the Dragons!""That's right."Another dragon king said 

in a deep voice, "Even if they are cursed and betrayed the Dragons, it's not up to you, an outsider, to kill 

them!""I think this outsider has ulterior motives and is up to no good. He wants to sow discord between 

the Dragons and make us suspect each other!" Another dragon king said coldly.Su Zimo smiled at them 

when he heard that.When the dragon kings who spoke saw that smile, they felt a chill in their 

hearts!Just now, this human smiled like that and the Flame Dragon King's Essence Spirit 

exploded!Compared to the dragon kings, the Spirit Dragon King and the Radiant Dragon King were much 

less hostile towards Su Zimo.This matter was too complicated and it was very likely that the Witch race 

was involved. They would probably have to wait for the Dragon Emperors on Dragon Island to make a 

decision.The Witch race?The Witch race was not involved in the war between the dragons and 

phoenixes. Why would they see the curse of the Witch race on their clansmen?The Spirit Dragon King 

and the Radiant Dragon King could not help but recall.At some point in time, the Illumination Dragon 

King's every move seemed to have changed …Long Li said, "We discovered the abnormality because 

Beacon City was suddenly attacked by the Tomb Realm army. The Dragon Beacon City Lord sent a 

message back, but no one went to provide support.""Hmm?"The dragon kings' expressions changed 

when they heard that.The Spirit Dragon King asked hurriedly, "Beacon City was lost? What about Long 

Feng? How are the hundreds of thousands of clansmen in the city? How many escaped? "Long Li said, 

"More than ten Kings came from the Tomb Realm, including four peak Kings. They led an army of ten 

million. Beacon City was originally unable to defend. But because Brother Su took action, we were able 

to kill all the Kings! "The Spirit Dragon King and the Radiant Dragon King took a deep look at Su 

Zimo.This human's cultivation realm was not high, but he was decisive and knew some close combat 

techniques. 

If he was the slightest bit careless and caught off guard, it was indeed possible for him to 

succeed.However, they did not believe that an ordinary human King could fight a peak King head-

on.Long Li continued, "Without receiving support from Planet Illumination Dragon, Brother Su and I 

were entrusted by the Dragon Beacon City Lord to come to Planet Illumination Dragon to take a look. 

Later on, we encountered the scene just now. “Long Li gave a rough account of the entire process.The 

Spirit Dragon King, the Radiant Dragon King, and the other dragon kings all had solemn 

expressions.These pieces of news had a huge impact on them!The Illumination Dragon King was cursed 

and betrayed the Dragons? 

Chapter 3059 

"Let's go,"Su Zimo called out to Long Ran, monkey and Long Li, preparing to leave the Illumination 

Dragon Planet.The situation on the Dragons' side was complicated. When he realized that the 

Illumination Dragon King was cursed and had betrayed the Dragons, he thought even further.In the war 

between dragons and phoenixes, many worlds joined forces in the Wutong World. A super world like 

the Blood World, as well as high-level worlds such as the Tomb Realm, Poison World and Bone World 

did not have a Witch World.It was only until the death of the Illumination Dragon King today that the tip 

of the iceberg of the Witch World was revealed!What role did the Witch World play in the war between 



dragons and phoenixes?The City Lord of Dragon Wind City once said that the Tomb Realm army's 

sudden attack on Beacon City was merely a test.Now, it seemed like things were not that simple!With 

the Illumination Dragon King working from the inside, could the Tomb Realm only send more than ten 

kings to test Beacon City?This was not a place to stay for long!If they did not leave, they would most 

likely fall deep into it!"Hold on!"When the few Dragon Kings saw that Su Zimo wanted to leave, they 

stood out right away and stopped him with unfriendly expressions.A Dragon King said in a deep voice, 

"This matter hasn't been concluded yet. Even if the Illumination Dragon King is cursed, he died because 

of you. None of you can leave before we investigate thoroughly!"Su Zimo's expression turned cold.He 

was already very patient on account of Long Li and the Hornless Dragon King. However, there were still 

some Dragon Kings who did not know what was good for them and kept pestering him!Of course, it was 

hard to say how much of this was out of his own will, and how much of it was because he was cursed 

and manipulated by the Shamans behind the scenes.Su Zimo's gaze was cold as he looked at the few 

Dragon Kings in front of him and said slowly, "You guys had better not provoke me. If I want to leave, no 

one here can stop me!""You …"The few Dragon Kings were enraged.Su Zimo's tone made them 

extremely uncomfortable.Which other race would dare to speak to them in such a 

manner?Furthermore, it was a human.Furthermore, this was the territory of the Dragons!Even if this 

human king had some combat strength, could he defend against dozens of Dragon Kings working 

together? 

 

"Do you not understand the situation? This is the Illumination Dragon Planet, the Dragon World!"A 

Dragon King berated, "This is not a place for you to act recklessly and behave 

atrociously!""Enough!"Spirit Dragon King roared.Just Now, he was thinking about what this explosive 

news might mean. Before he could sort it out, this side had become hostile. He couldn't help but feel 

irritated.The Spirit Dragon King looked at Su Zimo and cupped his hands slightly. He pondered and said, 

"Fellow Daoist, if you have nothing to do, why don't you rest for a few days on Torch Dragon Planet? We 

can also play host to you."Spirit Dragon King's tone softened a lot, and his words were quite tactful. 

However, what he implied was that he still wanted Su Zimo to stay on Torch Dragon Planet."Not 

interested."Su Zimo said faintly, rejecting him flatly.With that, he tore open the void and prepared to 

leave with Long Li, Long Ran, and the monkey.A few Dragon Kings were furious and were about to step 

forward to stop him!The Spirit Dragon King and the Radiant Dragon King exchanged glances and shook 

their heads slightly. However, they still stepped in and stopped the few Dragon Kings.Before leaving, Su 

Zimo paused and looked at the Spirit Dragon King and the Radiant Dragon King. "If Torch Dragon King 

betrays the Dragons and leads the army of the Tomb Realm into our territory, it won't be a simple attack 

on Beacon City.""If I were you guys, I would contact the Dragon Kings of the ten dragon cities right 

now."The Spirit Dragon King and the Radiant Dragon King were still normal after all. Su Zimo reminded 

them.The Spirit Dragon King's heart sank.The matter of Torch Dragon King had too great of an impact on 

his heart and he could not understand the situation for a moment.It was only when Su Zimo reminded 

him that he realized the danger!In reality, the situation that Su Zimo foresaw was even more serious 

than they had imagined.In fact, he had already prepared for the worst.Once the ten dragon cities were 

breached, it would be difficult to defend Torch Dragon Planet.This meant that the Coiling Dragon 

Formation would shatter. At that time, the armies of the Wutong World and many other worlds would 

invade en masse and start a war!There was a chance that all five dragon regions would be lost! 

 

At that time, Dragon Island would be the only one left to face the armies of the many worlds.This battle 



could very well determine the survival of the Dragon race!This kind of situation was not something he 

could control.At the very least, he could not control Qinglian's true body.Right now, Su Zimo was in a 

hurry to leave. On one hand, it was to avoid being embroiled in the vortex of this war.On the other 

hand, he wanted to send Long Li back to the Chi Dragon Region!He was worried that the Chi Dragon 

Region would encounter a similar crisis as well."There's no response from those dragon cities!"The 

Radiant Dragon King had just sent a message back but it was like a stone sinking into the ocean – there 

was no reply.The Spirit Dragon King had a grim expression as he said in a deep voice, "Let's wait a little 

longer."Right now, everything outside was unknown and they did not dare to leave Torch Dragon Planet 

rashly.Long Li was worried as well."B-Brother Su, something might have happened to my mother as 

well."Long Li's voice trembled slightly. "When Torch Dragon King died earlier on, I realized that 

something was amiss and sent a message to my mother. However, after so long, she hasn't replied."Su 

Zimo sighed internally.The situation was developing in the direction he had guessed.Something had 

happened to the Chi Dragon Region as well!Right now, he could only hope that the worst would not 

happen!"Let's head to the Chi Dragon Region right now."Su Zimo said in a deep voice."Not good!"Right 

then, the sound of clothes fluttering could be heard from outside the hall. It was extremely chaotic.A 

True Dragon rushed in with a panicked expression without ing and shouted, "Enemy attack! Enemy 

attack!""Hmm?"The expressions of the dozens of Dragon Kings changed."Don't panic. How many people 

are here?"The Spirit Dragon King took a deep breath and asked in a deep voice.It was unknown what the 

True Dragon saw but his eyes were filled with fear as he replied with a trembling voice, "I-I don't know. 

There are too many of them …"The dozens of Dragon Kings' hearts skipped a beat when they heard that 

and they rushed out of the hall hurriedly. 

 

Immediately after, they witnessed an incomparably shocking scene.A series of gigantic rifts appeared in 

the starry skies around Torch Dragon Planet as many figures with powerful auras walked out one after 

another. Every single one of them was a Grotto-Heaven King!Among them, most of them were Tomb 

Realm Kings. At a glance, there were more than 3,000 of them!The remaining Grotto-Heaven Kings came 

from various worlds of different sizes. In total, there were more than a thousand of them!More than 

5,000 Grotto-Heaven Kings descended around Torch Dragon Planet and emitted endless 

might!"Psst!"When the dozens of Dragon Kings saw that, they could not help but gasp and feel chills run 

down their spines.Even though they were part of the Dragon Clan, they still felt a trace of fear in their 

hearts when they saw such a terrifying display of power!There were more than 5,000 Grotto-Heaven 

Kings but there were less than 50 Dragon Kings on Torch Dragon Planet!The hundreds of peak-stage 

Kings in the lead had already begun setting up techniques to seal the surrounding void!With the void 

sealed, none of the living beings on Torch Dragon Planet could escape!Behind the Grotto-Heaven Kings, 

gigantic spirit vessels sailed out of the spatial rifts one after another.Every single spirit vessel was filled 

with people. There were millions and tens of millions of them.At the very least, there were hundreds of 

millions of troops. They were endless and engulfed Torch Dragon Planet like black clouds that blotted 

out the skies!An army was pressing in! 

Chapter 3060 

Many Dragons looked up at this scene, their faces pale and shocked.The Dragons could not imagine how 

such a huge army could break through the Dragon Array and descend around Torch Dragon 

Planet!"Activate the array, quick, quick!"Torch Dragon King was dead, and the dragons on Torch Dragon 

Planet were leaderless. Spirit Dragon King was the first to react. He suppressed the shock in his heart 



and roared."Mystic Dragon King, Mist Dragon King, you guys guard the array core in the 

northeast!"Flying Dragon King, Supreme Dragon King, you guys guard the array core in the 

southwest!"Spirit Dragon King made a prompt decision and ordered the dragon kings to rush to the 

array cores on Torch Dragon Planet.Torch Dragon Planet had an Astral Guardian Array.In such a 

situation, dozens of dragon kings rushing out was no different from sending themselves to their 

deaths!The difference in strength between the two sides was too great!They could only rely on this 

Astral Guardian Array to defend and wait for reinforcements from the other dragon regions and dragon 

islands to have a chance of survival!Spirit Dragon King's reaction was already the best response....In the 

main hall, Su Zimo frowned slightly.The surrounding void had been sealed.Although the Taiyi Yin Yang 

Escape Art could use the power of Yin and Yang to condense a spatial tunnel in shattered space, it could 

not break through the sealed void.In other words, the four of them were also trapped on Torch Dragon 

Planet.They were still a step too late.Of course, even if they could not leave for the time being, Su Zimo 

was relatively calm. He looked at the dense army outside and pondered.The Tomb Realm was only a 

high-level world, but there were more than 3,000 Grotto-Heaven Kings?One had to know that some 

super worlds only had 2,000 to 3,000 Kings.The Sword World was like that.Of course, some super worlds 

had even more Kings.For example, in the Heaven World, just the Kings of the Nine Firmament Immortal 

Realm alone were estimated to number 3,000.And the Stone World and Blood World had more than 

10,000 Kings!The Dragon World had the fewest Kings, only a few hundred in total.In any case, the Tomb 

Realm was only a high-level world, and so many Grotto-Heaven Kings had appeared. This surprised Su 

Zimo. 

 

But soon, he thought of a possibility.When Su Zimo and the monkey arrived outside the Dragon World, 

there was a boundless sea of blood in the starry sky, but there was not a single corpse.Now that he 

thought about it, these corpses must have been collected by the cultivators of the Tomb Realm.In the 

battle between the dragons and the phoenixes, the more powerful the Tomb Realm was, the more 

powerful it would be!In other words, the tomb realm had benefited the most from the battle between 

the dragons and the phoenixes."Dragons, do not panic!"Spirit Dragon King said loudly, "As long as we 

work together and use the formation to protect Torch Dragon Planet, the experts of the other four 

Dragon Realms will come to our aid!"The dragons, who were initially panicking, felt slightly relieved 

upon hearing this."Hahahaha!"But soon, a loud laugh came from outside Torch Dragon Planet.The 

leading peak King of the tomb realm said loudly, "Spirit Dragon King, you are too naive! The other four 

Dragon Regions can't even protect themselves, so how can they care about you? "The Corpse God King 

said slowly, "This time, the Torch Dragon Domain will be led by the Tomb Realm, the Chi Dragon Domain 

will be led by the Blood Domain, the Qiu Dragon Domain will be led by the Poison Domain, the Ying 

Dragon Domain will be led by the Bone Domain, and the Azure Dragon Domain will be led by the 

Wutong Domain. Each of them has gathered thousands or even tens of thousands of Grotto-Heavenly 

Kings.On Torch Dragon Planet, the dragons were in an uproar!The hearts of Spirit Dragon King and 

Radiant Dragon King sank and their expressions turned extremely ugly.The five Dragon Regions were 

about to fall?Or was this Corpse God King bluffing?Su Zimo sighed softly when he heard that.Earlier on, 

he was wondering why the Grotto-Heavenly Kings that descended around Torch Dragon Planet were 

mainly experts from the Tomb Realm. There were no Grotto-Heavenly Kings from the Wutong Domain, 

Blood Domain and other realms.From the looks of it, the five Dragon Regions were in danger!"Everyone, 

listen to me!"The Radiant Dragon King clenched his fists and tried his best to remain calm. He said 

loudly, "Even if the five Dragon Regions fall, Dragon Island will be our last retreat!""As long as we defend 



Torch Dragon Planet, the Dragon Emperors on Dragon Island will definitely rush over to support 

us!"Long Li's face turned pale when she saw that. 

 

At that moment, she nodded instinctively when she heard the Radiant Dragon King's words. "That's 

right. More than 5,000 Grotto-Heavenly Kings emitted such powerful energy fluctuations. The Imperial 

Lords of Dragon Island must have sensed it.""It's hard to say."Su Zimo shook his head gently.The army of 

the Wutong Domain had created such a huge formation to attack the five Dragon Regions at the same 

time. They would definitely have backup plans to restrict the Dragon Emperors on Dragon 

Island."Hahahaha!"The Corpse God King laughed loudly once more and declared, "Radiant Dragon King, 

I'm afraid I'll have to disappoint you guys. The Dragon Emperors on Dragon Island can't even take care of 

themselves and won't be able to save you guys!""What!"The dragons were shocked when they heard 

that.Could it be …Right then, an extremely intense energy fluctuation came from the direction of Dragon 

Island, causing the starry skies within billions of miles to tremble. Even the dragons on Torch Dragon 

Planet could sense it clearly!"Fufu. "Hehe.Another peak Corpse King laughed and said, "The battle of the 

Emperors over there has already begun. The Dragons on Torch Dragon Planet can only pray for the 

best."The dragons were filled with fear and despair.It could be said that Dragon Island was their last 

hope!If the Imperial Lords on Dragon Island could not provide support, how long could they defend with 

the dozens of Dragon Kings on this planet and such a formation?Dozens of breaths?Half an incense 

stick's time?Su Zimo was silent.The worst-case scenario had still happened.The sudden attack of the 

Tomb Realm army on Beacon City was not a test at all. It was part of the final battle between the 

dragons and phoenixes!Under normal circumstances, the Tomb Realm army could have successfully 

taken down Beacon City and marched straight in to meet up with the surrounding experts of the Tomb 

Realm.However, Beacon City was saved because of Su Zimo's intervention.Even so, the other nine 

Dragon Cities could not defend against such a formation.Su Zimo even suspected that Beacon City might 

have fallen after they left …"Oh, right!"The Corpse God King seemed to have thought of something and 

suddenly said, "The army's attack this time was originally going smoothly. However, something 

happened at Beacon City." 

 

"I heard that a human King intervened and killed more than ten of our Kings!""However, it doesn't 

matter."The Corpse God King smiled faintly and continued, "I've already personally bathed Beacon City 

in blood and killed everyone inside!""That Long Feng is quite stubborn. He would rather die than submit. 

He even destroyed his own dragon body than be refined by me.""Tsk, tsk."The Corpse God King pursed 

his lips slightly. "What a pity. I could only chop off his head and give it to everyone as a greeting 

gift."Before he finished speaking, the Corpse God King took out a bloody dragon head from his storage 

bag and tossed it casually towards Torch Dragon Planet.The dragon head rolled in midair with a hint of 

warmth in its blood. Judging from its slightly menacing facial features, it was the City Lord of Dragon 

Feng City!When Long Ran saw that, he was furious and could not control himself. 

 


